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Bluffajo Cosmetics is proud to be a brand that does not recognize boundaries by gender, race or class, only the beauty of the inner and outer spirit. We can bring out everyone’s radiance.

Our products are essential for those who care to make a confident statement about themselves and help you complete the look of a "fashionista". After all, the term "Bluffajo" means to look good from head to toe.
Perhaps even more important than looking good is doing it without sacrificing health. A constant priority behind any product with the Bluffajo seal is the maintenance and nurturing of the skin.

Take your pick of an ever-expanding selection of items like lipsticks, lip glosses, foundations, bronzers, liners, and lotions. No matter what you choose, the health of your skin has been considered and will not be compromised.
Perhaps even more important than looking good is doing it without sacrificing health. A constant priority behind any product with the Bluffajo seal is the maintenance and nurturing of the skin.

Take your pick of an ever-expanding selection of items like lipsticks, lip glosses, foundations, bronzers, liners and lotions. No matter what you choose, the health of your skin has been considered and will not be compromised.

BLUFFAJO
COSMETICS
A Makea Dunbar Company
Some Products

1. **VINYL LIP LACQUER**
   - High impact pigments
   - More coverage and shine than lip gloss
   - Long-wear lip-hybrid formula
   - Similar to liquid lipstick with high shine
   - Fade proof
   - Infused with maximum staining pigments
   - Non-drying, stay put finish
   - Use with lip liner to prevent feathering

2. **GEL EYE LINER**
   - High impact matte finish
   - Creamy full coverage and long-wear
   - Lightweight texture
   - Will not feather
   - Waterproof and long-lasting formula that will not crease or smudge
   - Glides on smoothly and precisely and provides immediate color intensity with luminous finish
   - Creamy texture allows a quick application with a brush
BEHIND THE SCENES

Bluffajo works hard with the best, traveling across the world to attend social events and trade shows and employing high grade talent to transform the best and brightest of the Beauty industry, and the public.

Behind all the sophisticated Bluffajo swagger is a lean machine of different artists and visionaries who are unified into a single effort to constantly reach a high beauty standard.

BLUFFAJO COSMETICS
A Malone Dunbar Company
BLUFFAJO RADIANCE

Bluffajo Cosmetics is proud to be a brand that does not recognize boundaries by gender, race or class; only the beauty of the inner and outer spirit. We can bring out everyone's radiance.

Our products are essential for those who care to make a confident statement about themselves and help you complete the look of a “fashionista.” After all, the term “Bluffajo” means to look good from head to toe.
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BLUFFAJO COSMETICS
A Mistle Dunbar Company
EXTENSION OF SKINCARE

Perhaps even more important than looking good is doing it without sacrificing health. A constant priority behind any product with the BLUFFAJO seal is the maintenance and nurturing of the skin.

Take your pick of an ever-expanding selection of items like lipsticks, lip glosses, foundations, bronzers, liners and lotions. No matter what you choose, the health of your skin has been considered and will not be compromised.
BEAUTY BEGINS WITH HEALTH

THE MAKEUP FOR LIFE WITH THE EXTENSION OF SKINCARE

The Spa at Royal Hotel
Sinkor, Monrovia, Liberia
www.royalhotel.com

Bluffajo Cosmetic Store
Germantown, MD
bluffajo.com
Call: +1 (301)-585-4770

107a Ilupeju Street
Dolphin Estate Ikoyi
Lagos
+2348180394463

Exotic Trends
Salon & Spa
Accra
Call: +233200283631

www.Bluffajo.com
#Bluffajocosmetics